We study choice 
INTRODUCTION
A firm's decision to incorporate in a state is not ordinarily considered in relation to a firm's decision, in commercial contracts, to subject disputes to the law or forum of a particular state. Yet these two decisions are similar and serve virtually identical purposes. When a firm incorporates in Delaware or another state the principal consequence, some minor franchise taxes aside, is to subject disputes over the company's governance to Delaware law.' Incorporation in Delaware also frequently effectively selects the Delaware Court of Chancery as the forum to resolve governance disputes. 2 The chartering decision is thus a kind of choice of law and choice of forum decision. This observation suggests that the extensive literature on Delaware incorporation can be viewed as addressing questions of choices of law and forum.
It also suggests that the literature can be usefully supplemented because it to date does not consider a wide range of other important decisions firms make about the law and forum that will resolve disputes. 1202-04 (2000) (stressing the fact that the selection of the state of incorporation is essentially a choice-of-law decision).
2 Directors and officers of companies incorporated in Delaware are subject to that state's jurisdiction over matters growing out of their corporate activities, see DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3114 (2009); Armstrong v. Pomerance, 423 A.2d 174 (Del. 1980) , and Delaware may be the only state where, as a practical matter, all defendants in a case involving alleged breaches of fiduciary duty can be joined. Incorporation in Delaware is a weak choice of forum decision because it does not purport by its own terms to be exclusive. A plaintiff could bring a suit in any state (or even Existing literature focuses heavily on Delaware's effort to attract large corporations' charters, Delaware's success in doing so, and the effects of Delaware's success. Much less studied is New York's longstanding effort to attract legal business and whether it has succeeded in doing so. We explore in detail elsewhere the history of New York's effort. 8 The purposes of this study are to determine whether the attractive force of Delaware law and forum extends to the larger universe of contracts, to assess whether New York's campaign for legal business has succeeded, and more generally to investigate the determinants of the decision to select into a particular state's law or forum.
We find that New York law was the favored choice of law; 46 percent of the contracts specify New York as the choice of law. Delaware, the second most frequent selection, was the choice of law in 15 percent of the contracts. New York law was overwhelmingly favored for financing contracts, but was also preferred for most other types of contracts. With respect to choice of forum, the major finding is that a litigation forum was specified only for 39 percent of the contracts. Among those 39 percent of contracts, New York is the favored forum, accounting for 41 percent of the choices, with Delaware a distant second and accounting for 11 percent of the forum choices. When a forum is specified it usually matches the contract's choice of law. This paper is structured as follows: Part I sets forth the hypotheses studied, Part II describes the data, Parts III and IV report the results, and Part V concludes.
I. HYPOTHESES
Hypotheses about the expected pattern of choice of law may relate to the type of contract-for example, various kinds of credit contracts or employments contracts; to characteristics of the contracting partiesplace of business, place of incorporation, and attorney locale; to efforts by states such as New York and Delaware to attract contractual business; to perceptions about the quality of a state's civil justice system.
A. Contract Type
One hypothesis is that contracting parties' choice of law for particular kinds of contracts will cluster around one or a few states even if no particular state initially has especially distinctive legal characteristics. We show elsewhere that the presence of two dispute resolution clauses, arbitration clauses and jury trial waiver clauses, are strongly associated with the type of contract. 9 Parties presumably care about certainty and predictability.
This can be achieved by development of a substantial body of reasonable case law in any locale. Once the venue is perceived as having a lead in legal development, that lead should induce more parties to contract for that state's law to govern. Therefore choices of law may cluster around a few states for various contracts type on grounds of predictability. Such a pattern can be observed in the growth of Delaware as the preferred choice of law for questions of corporate governance.' 0
B. Connections to a State
The most natural expected choices of law are states with direct connections to the contract. A party's business location often relates to where events under a contract occur. The location of events influences the governing law under choice of law analysis and also often provides a set of legal rules developed in light of the contractual events occurring. For example, oil and gas law develops more and is taught more in states with these natural resources. Water law develops more in states with water supply issues. A state's substantive development of law in a contract's area promotes designating a state's law as the choice of law. Similarly, a company's state of incorporation often may be associated with contractual choice of law since the incorporating state's law can relate to issues that arise under come contracts. Attorney locale likely exerts its influence indirectly, through association with one or more of these four geographical factors. The contracting attorney's state is likely to be associated with choice of law because the attorney is licensed in the state, is familiar with the state's law, and has an economic incentive to have its state law govern. 9 Eisenberg & Miller, Arbitration, supra note 7; Eisenberg & Miller, Juries, supra note 7.
E.g., Roberta Romano, The States as a Laboratory: Legal Innovation and State
Competition for Corporate Charters, 23 YALE J. ON REG. 209, 213 (2006) ("The more firms incorporated in the state, the more transactions will be undertaken and hence the more likely a legal precedent will be established for any particular transaction, providing greater certainty for future transactors.").
C. The Delaware Hypothesis
A straightforward hypothesis is that sophisticated contracting parties will tend to choose Delaware law. The benefits of Delaware corporate law that attract incorporations can be divided into two classes. One class of benefits is somewhat specific to Delaware corporate law. These benefits include Delaware's flexibility and openness to variation, with most statutory provisions operating only as default rules that can be avoided by contrary provisions in the corporate charter or bylaws, I I the substantial body of Delaware corporate law cases, which lends predictability and reliability to its corporate law, 12 Delaware's reliance on corporate franchise taxes, which protects against legislation disfavored by corporate managers, 13 and the relative insulation of Delaware lawmaking from interests hostile to corporate interests. 14 Some of these benefits, such as flexibility and openness to variation, might be expected to influence parties towards choosing Delaware law for contracts generally.
Regardless of these corporate law-specific features of Delaware law, a second class of reasons for choosing Delaware corporate law could extend to other contracts. Delaware courts have been applauded for their high degree of competence and for the integrity of the state's judiciary. 15 Although these features are noted in the context of Delaware corporate law discussions, competence and integrity are judiciary features that might be expected to have appeal beyond the area of corporate law. The degree to which parties designate Delaware law in the mass of contracts studied here could be viewed as an indication of whether the appeal of Delaware law is specific to its corporate law features or extends to contracts generally.
One might expect a strong association between the perceived REV. 1357 REV. , 1362 REV. (2000 (describing literature claiming "that Delaware, through its reliance on charter revenue and its judicial selection process, has committed itself to provide corporate laws that enhance firm performance, and that market forces lead firms to adopt these value-enhancing laws") (footnote omitted); Romano, supra note 12, at 277 (arguing that Delaware is the preferred state of incorporation in part because "the continuity in and small size of [the court that] hears corporation law cases" produces both judicial expertise and predictable decisions). quality of state civil justice systems and the rate at which parties select state law for contracts. Parties are expected to be less likely to designate the law of states with suspect civil justice systems. The Chamber of Commerce of the United States annually ranks state civil justice systems. 16 The Chamber provides several rankings, including an overall ranking of state liability systems. The Chamber's overall ranking is based on the scores for several topics, 17 including treatment of tort and contract litigation, judges' impartiality, judges' competence, juries' predictability, and juries' fairness. 18 In the overall ranking, Delaware ranks first, New York ranks 27th, and California ranks 45th. Based on the Chamber's views, which reinforce the view of Delaware has a well-regarded judiciary beyond the narrow boundaries of incorporation law, one expects Delaware to be a frequent choice of law and New York to lack strong appeal.
D. The New York Hypothesis
The story of Delaware's possible appeal and efforts to recruit corporations is well-known. Less well-studied is New York's effort to induce parties to use its laws. Since at least the early nineteenth century New York State, and especially New York City, have played a special role in the nation's commercial activity. New York has a keen awareness of the financial benefits of choice of law provisions and has cultivated its role as the choice of law for commercial matters through early efforts to promote enforceability of arbitration clauses, through legislation, and through the creation of specialized business courts. 19 16 See, e.g 
History
In the case of finance-related contracts, New York state law, largely due to the City of New York's commercial prominence, might be expected to have developed an early advantage for two reasons. First, the City has been an important commercial center at least since the Erie Canal, which linked the Buffalo-Albany corridor to the Atlantic Ocean via the Hudson River, gave the City's port facilities an outlet to the United States' expanding mid-western markets and created an efficient, internal New York State system of navigation. The Canal opened in 1825 and by 1840 New York City's growth had expanded dramatically compared to other large cities. In the 1830 Census, New York had a population of about 203,000 compared to about 80,000 in each of Baltimore and Philadelphia; by the 1840 Census, New York's population had grown to about 313,000 while Baltimore had grown to about 102,000 and Philadelphia to about 94,000..20 As the leading commercial center for most of U.S. history, many sizeable contracts were formed and performed in New York. This made the choice of New York law a natural one for many substantial contracts. New York commercial law thus likely matured more quickly than that of other states.
New York's Courting of Commercial Contracts
Second, New York has openly sought to be an adjudication center for substantial business arrangements. But that goal was not fully achievable until relatively recently. The efficacy of seeking to be a preferred choice of law depended on developments beyond any particular state's control. As discussed elsewhere, 2 ' throughout much of American history, an open market for contracts was impracticable. Courts often refused to enforce choice of law clauses and, even if the courts enforced them, the clauses conferred limited benefits. The chosen law had to have a reasonable relationship with the contract itself. Parties were de facto limited to the place of contracting or the place of 34 New York courts in commercial cases narrowly apply the principle, allowing rejection of the parties' choice of law if it violates public policy. 35 "Thus contracts selecting New York law appear to be immune from public policy challenge in New York.... Overall, therefore, it appears that choices of law in commercial cases will receive nearly absolute respect in New York courts. '36 Even though most states now also generally enforce choice of law clauses, they tend to articulate less protective rules than New York. 37 New York has also tried to reduce contracting parties' doubts that judicially created exceptions might preclude application of its law in commercial contracts. The Association of the Bar of the City of New York has noted that questions about the enforceability of New York choice of law and forum selection clauses could deter parties from selecting New York law or forum, 38 and therefore recommended that "parties to significant commercial contracts should be encouraged to submit to the jurisdiction of the New York courts and to choose New York law as their governing law. '39 In 1984 the New York legislature adopted the committee's recommendations by enacting a law that the parties to any contract for more than two hundred fifty thousand dollars may "agree that the law of [New York] shall govern their rights and duties in whole or in part, whether or not such contract. .. bears a reasonable relation to this state. ' contract for more than one million dollars for which a choice of New York law has been made and which contains a provision submitting to New York jurisdiction. 41 Parties to major commercial contracts thus seem assured that New York courts will respect clauses selecting New York as the law, regardless of whether the parties have New York state connections.
New York's Effort to Supply High Quality Business Courts
Unpredictable courts would undermine New York's campaign to attract contracts. Courts that are positively perceived by the commercial community obviously enhance a state's effort to be a contractually designated choice of law. Highly regarded courts also should promote those courts' designation as contractually designated forums.
One theory of Delaware's success in the market for corporate charters is that the Delaware courts, and especially the Delaware Chancery Court, offer expert, prompt, and reliable judicial services for adjudicating corporate disputes. 42 New York and other states compete for litigation and forum selection clauses by offering attractive judicial services to major commercial parties.
43
Because of their location in the nation's most important commercial city and their substantial commercial experience, state and federal courts in Manhattan enjoy a natural advantage as preferred forums for the adjudicating business disputes. But New York courts have sometimes suffered in perceived expertise in business matters in comparison to Delaware's highly regarded Chancery Court's experience and reputation." And New York courts' docketing practices have led to dissatisfaction with the quality and efficiency of case processing. 45 Court in 1995, 47 which enlisted judges and court personnel who were experienced in business law, 48 implemented new case management techniques, and offered enhanced opportunities for court-annexed alternative dispute resolution. 49 Chief Judge Judith Kaye explained that the purpose of the commercial division is to give the New York business community a level of judicial service "commensurate with its status as the world financial capital. ' 50 Early indications are that the commercial division is achieving some success, and other states are following New York's lead in creating commercial courts. 5 1
New York's Substantive Law
New York courts and lawmakers also seek to provide legal rules that are attractive to financial contracts. These include limitations on lender liability, 52 accelerated consideration of actions "based upon an instrument for the payment of money only, '53 and recognition in July 1997 of the Euro as a commercially reasonable substitute for the currency designated in pre-Euro contracts. 54 In the area of traded financial contracts, New York in 1994 revised its Statute of Frauds requirement that contracts had to be signed by the party to be bound to establish enforceable obligations 55 to provide alternative means for establishing the enforceability of agreements for the purchase and sale of currencies, commodities, foreign exchange, deposits and options, 48 The judges assigned to the commercial division serve fourteen year terms and are selected by the Chief Judge, and thus can be picked for their business law experience. Bach & Applebaum, supra note 46, at 159 (attributing the success of the commercial division to the "experience and expertise" of its judges) (citing Legal Opinion Letter from Robert L. Haig, Esquire, to Washington Legal Foundation (Jan. 9, 1998) Based on (1) the natural tendency for contracts to specify a law that has been substantially developed, (2) New York's history as the commercial center of the United States, and (3) New York's open campaign to induce commercial contracts to designate New York law, one reasonable hypothesis is that major commercial contracts will tend to designate New York law.
II. THE DATA 57
The data consist of twelve types of contracts contained as exhibits to Form 8-K "current report" filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for several months in 2002, plus a miscellaneous category of contracts designed as "Other." Form 8-K must be filed by reporting firms to disclose certain material corporate events or changes that have not previously been reported by the company. For twelve contract categories, six months of contracts, covering the period January 1 to June 30, 2002, were studied. For merger contracts, the study covered a seven-month period from January 1 to July 31, 2002.58 We searched all Form 8-K filings and the resulting sample consisted of 2,865 contracts with choice of law information. 59 Cogent theoretical reasons exist for examining the agreements in this data set. Reporting firms have deemed all the transactions embodied in the agreements to be material. Because the contracts are important to the reporting firm's operations, we can assume that they receive some degree of care and attention during the negotiation and drafting phase, either from the reporting firm's employees or from outside counsel. Since the contracts that are written before disputes arise, one can be reasonably confident that the contracting parties did not systematically anticipate the nature of any dispute that might arise, and therefore would not know whether a choice of law or forum would help or hurt them in the event of a conflict. These characteristics 57 The description of the data is based on Eisenberg & Miller, Juries, supra note 7. 58 The expanded period for merger contracts exploits our earlier detailed work on choice of law and choice of forum in merger contracts. Id.
59 The total number of contracts differs slightly from the total reported in earlier articles because (1) the key variable of interest for this analysis, choice of law, determined the number of contracts that could be analyzed, and (2) we omitted trust agreements from our analysis of jury trial waiver agreements.
suggest that the contract terms that we observe may represent reasonably efficient allocations of rights and duties among the parties, including the two choices made by the contracting parties that are studied here: the law picked to govern in the event of a dispute over the contract, and the forum selected for the adjudication or resolution of such a dispute.
The types and numbers of contracts studied are listed in Table 1 , together with the number of contracts for which we had information about choice of law. Most of the contract types are self-explanatory. "Pooling and servicing" contracts are used in mortgage pass-through and other asset-backed securities arrangements; they represent agreements under which an owner transfers receivables to a trustee which holds title to and collects the income from the assets and passes the funds through to investors. Securities purchase agreements were the most frequent contract type (excluding the residual category "Other") and accounted for 16.1 percent of the total of 2,865 contracts. Credit-related contracts-bond indentures, credit commitments, pooling and servicing agreements, and security agreements-accounted for about another 20 percent of the contracts. Merger contracts were about 14 percent of the sample but note that they had one extra month of coverage in the data. Together, the contract types offer a reasonably rich variety of relations. Several types, including the credit-related contracts and trust agreements, obviously involve substantial financial institutions. Others types, asset 60 E.g., Circuit City Credit Card Master Trust, Amended and Restated Master Pooling Service Agreement (Form 8-K), at 21-22 (Jan. 31, 2002 sale/purchase and merger contracts, involve corporate restructurings. Settlements involve resolution of disputes. Employment contracts offer insights into choice of law in agreements between key individual employees and large corporate employers.
III. CHOICE OF LAW RESULTS
This Part first reports the overall pattern of choice of law clauses in the data. 62 It then explores factors that might be associated with choice of law, including type of contract, place of business, place of incorporation, attorney locale, and perception of state civil justice system fairness. Throughout, we note the results for New York and Delaware in light of their efforts to attract law-related business. ("[t] he law of the state chosen by the parties to govern their contractual rights and duties will be applied ... unless either (a) the chosen state has no substantial relationship to the parties or the transaction and there is no other reasonable basis for the parties' choice, or (b) application of the law of the chosen state would be contrary to a fundamental policy of a state which has a materially greater interest than the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and which, under the rule of § 188, would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an effective choice of law by the parties."). A number of states-New York being a prime example-provide assurances that for significant commercial contracts of the sort contained in our data set, New York courts will respect a forum selection clause selecting New York law despite the lack of contacts with the state. Eisenberg & Miller, Market for Contracts, supra note 8. Even in the unusual cases where there is doubt about enforceability, the parties' decision to opt for a particular state's law presumably reflects their judgment about the rules that they prefer to govern disputes under the contract.
A. The Overall Pattern of Choice of Law Clauses
HeinOnline --30 Cardozo L. Rev. 1489 Rev. 2008 Rev. -2009 with about 15 percent. After Delaware, no state accounts for even ten percent of the choices of law and only California even exceeds five percent. New York's dominance suggests that both its commercial history and its longstanding efforts to attract commercial contracts have been successful. New York's dominance also supports the hypothesis that choices of law will tend to cluster around one or a few states because of the increased development of the law in those states. Table 3 shows that choice of law is strongly associated with contract type. It shows, for each contract type, the number and percent of contracts choosing a locale's law. For ease of presentation, we limit the output to four choices of law, Delaware, New York, California, and Other. Delaware dominates for one type of contract-trust agreements. Thirty-nine of 48 trust agreements provided for Delaware law to govern. The dominance of Delaware for this specialized type of contract is apparently due to the advantages and flexibility of Delaware's business trust statute. 64 Other than trust agreements, however, the principal choice of law result is New York's dominance. that New York is the choice of law in almost half the contracts. Table 3 shows that this dominance extends across a broad range of contract types. New York law governs a higher proportion of contracts than either Delaware or California for ten of thirteen contract types. New York's overall dominance eclipses Delaware's dominance as a choice of law in merger agreements. Delaware accounted for about 32 percent of the governing law clauses in merger agreements, with New York a distant second and California ranking third. When more contract types are considered, the pattern that emerges is even more lopsided towards New York as a choice of law. Our earlier study of merger contracts demonstrated that although Delaware led all other states as a place of incorporation, choice of law, and litigation forum, once one accounted for Delaware as the place of incorporation, firms tended to flee Delaware as a choice of law and forum. This effect is more pronounced in the broader data base of contracts. Table 2 suggests that, across a broad range of contracts, the major pattern is not so much a flight from Delaware as it is the attraction of New York. Table 3 shows three type of contracts, employment, licensing, and settlements, in which neither New York nor Delaware account for even 25 percent of the choices of law. None of these contract types falls within the core areas for which New York and Delaware have campaigned. New York's dominant thrust has been in the area of finance contracts. Table 3 suggests that it has been highly successful across several types of finance and credit contracts, despite Delaware's efforts to attract finance contracts. 66 New York's prominence is this area likely is reinforced by the location of large banks in New York. As lenders, they need not be the reporting firm for SEC purposes, but they may insist on New York law applying to loan agreements. Delaware's historic emphasis on attracting incorporations and its establishment of specialized trust legislation do not extend to the three contract types that escape its and New York's domination.
B. Choice of Law by Contract Type

C. Choice of Law and State Contacts
In addition to contract type, one might expect a business's location to be associated with the contract's choice of law. Business location is associated with where events affecting a business might occur. Thus, the location of events influences choice of law and forum. Place of business is often associated with choice of law, 67 but they are not always the same.
Since contracts have at least two parties, most contracts can be associated with more than one business locale. For purposes of some analyses, however, it is helpful to associate a contract with a unique place of business. Designating a unique place of business for each contract requires considering the nature of the contract. 68 business we used what one would normally expect to be the dominant place of business. For example, for merger contracts, we used the acquiring company's place of business. Table 4 's "First place of business" column shows the business locales chosen for 12 types of contracts. Because of the varied nature of the residual "Other" contracts category, we excluded such contracts from this analysis. Other of our analyses below allow a contract to be associated with two parties' places of business. A second party's business locale is usually simply that of the second party to the contract. For a few contract categories, the second locale could be that of a substantive party or a trustee. Table 4 's "Second place of business column" shows the second business locale chosen for 11 types of contracts. In the case of employment contracts, the second party is an individual and we do not associate such contracts with a business locale other than that of the employer. One also expects a business's place of incorporation to be associated with a contract's choice of law. Place of incorporation sets the applicable law for most questions of corporate governance and establishes a corporation's connection to a state. Like place of business, 70 EDGAR, supra note 61 (excludes contracts categorized as "Other").
place of incorporation is often associated with choice of law, 7 ' but they are not always the same. Table 6 reports the relation between place of incorporation and choice of law. Again, to keep the output manageable, we report results only for states that were the place of incorporation or choice of law for a reasonable number of contracts. States with few contracts are included in the residual category, "Other." The first place of incorporation for a contract is assigned using the same criteria described in Table 4 . For example, in merger contracts, the acquiring company's place of incorporation is used. contracts without Delaware corporations. Thus, if a company has decided not to incorporate in Delaware, that is also something of a signal that the company prefers its own state law over New York law.
Attorney locale, while often associated with place of business, is also expected to be associated with a contract's choice of law. An attorney is familiar with the law of his or her own state and has an economic stake in that state's law applying. Table 7 reports the relation between attorney locale and choice of law. Again, to keep the output manageable, we report results only for states that were the attorney locale or choice of law for a reasonable number of contracts. States with few contracts are included in the residual category, "Other." Attorney locale for a contract is assigned using the same criteria described in Table 4 . Table 7 's bold diagonal entries show a strong association between attorney locale and choice of law. For every locale, the place of incorporation ranks no lower than third as the choice of law. New York is the most prominent choice of law outside the attorney locale; it always ranks first or second. Table 8 provides a summary perspective of the relations between choice of law and (1) business locale, (2) place of incorporation, and (3) 73 EDGAR, supra note 61 (excludes contracts categorized as "Other"). attorney locale. It shows the distributions by state of these attributes, as well as contract type, that might be expected to be associated with the choice of law pattern. Table 8 establishes that New York's choice of law dominance likely does not stem from contract-specific contacts with New York. New York accounts for only about 12 percent of the reporting firms' places of business, three percent of the reporting firms' places of incorporation, and eleven percent of the attorney locales. Yet Table 2 shows that it accounts for about 46 percent of the choices of law. If place of business dictated choice of law, then California, with almost 16 percent of the places of business, would be far more prominent as a choice of law. Yet Table 2 Large or commercially prominent states-California, New York, and Texas-have miniscule shares of the incorporation market but substantial or nontrivial shares of the reporting firms' places of business. Delaware's attraction is thus not a function of where companies do substantial business. Delaware is the "Reporting firm place of business" for less than two percent of firms. Here California and New York are more dominant, with Texas third. If place of incorporation dictated choice of law, then Delaware's percent of the incorporations would lead it to dominate the choice of law pattern instead of New York.
We were able to identify attorney addresses for approximately 38 percent of the contracts. New York accounted for 11 percent of the attorney locales, or about 29 percent of the known attorney locales. Even if the 68 percent of unknown attorney locales were distributed in the same pattern as the known locales, New York's choice of law share would far outstrip its core contacts with the contracts.
One can assess the degree to which New York and other states attract choices of law without having core contacts with the contract. How often do contracts designate a choice of law other than the reporting firm's place of business, the reporting firm's place of incorporation, or the reporting firm's attorney's locale? To explore this, we construct a dummy "match" variable equal to one if the contract's choice of law matches any of the three core characteristics: the reporting firm's place of business, the reporting firm's place of incorporation, or the reporting firm's attorney's locale. The variable equals zero if the contract's choice of law matches none of the three characteristics. A second match dummy variable counts as a match all contracts for which the first match variable equals one and adds as matches contracts in which the choice of law matches the place of business or place of incorporation of the second party to the contract, as designated in Table  4 . Table 9 presents the results for both matching dummy variables. Columns (1) and (2) report results for the first match variable; columns (3) and (4) report results for the expanded match variable. The table shows New York's distinction in having by far the lowest rate of contracts that designate it as a choice of law, and that have a core contact with the state. Using the first match variable (columns (1) and (2)), New York's 34 percent rate is followed by Ohio's 58 percent rate but Ohio has only 26 choices of law. The vast majority of contracts that designate a choice of law lacking a core contact do so because they designate New York or Delaware law. Overall 92.4 percent of the contracts that designate a state law with which it has a core contact, designate New York or Delaware law. This 75 EDGAR, supra note 61 (excludes contracts categorized as "Other").
result is not sensitive to the inclusion of contracts with non U.S. parties. Excluding them increases the 92.4 percent to 93 percent.
The expanded match variable reported in columns (3) and (4) confirms the pattern even after accounting for second party business and incorporation contacts with a state. New York's match rate is 61.5 percent, well below the overall match rate of 78.4 percent, and New York remains the state with the highest rate of contracts specifying its law that lack a measurable contact with the state.
D. Choice of Law and Rating of State Civil Liability Systems
As noted above, of the three states with the most choices of law, the Chamber of Commerce ranks the civil liability system of Delaware to be by far the best-number one of all the states-New York ranks below the median state, and California ranks near the bottom. The Chamber's members' actual contracting behavior is not consistent with the survey rankings. In fact, outside the area of mergers and specialized trust agreements, large public corporations choose New York law the most, California law next, and Delaware law the least. The Chamber's members' concerns about New York and California likely reflect perceptions about court systems when a large corporation is litigating against private individuals in, for example, a tort case. A possible explanation for the patterns observed in the Chamber's survey and in corporate contracting behavior is that large corporations perceive New York's civil justice system to be near the best in matters of contract law, but below the median state in other matters that survey respondents focus on when responding to the survey. Given the Chamber's use of the survey in litigation, 76 the survey appears to be used to support tort reform but is otherwise often ignored in the actual behavior of large corporations.
E. Choice of Law Regression Model
The previous subsections separately assess the relationship between choice of law and (1) contract type, (2) place of business, (3) place of incorporation, and (4) attorney locale. The principal result is New York's dominance as a choice of law. We therefore further explore in regression models the factors associated with designating New York as the choice of law as a simultaneous function of the above characteristics. We exclude the Chamber of Commerce rankings 76 U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, STATE RANKING, supra note 16.
because they so clearly do not explain the pattern of choice of law.
Each model in Table 10 is a logistic regression model in which the dependent variable equals one if New York is the choice of law and otherwise equals zero. The models exclude contracts of type "Other." Model (1) contains dummy variables for each contract type, with merger contracts as the reference category. Model (2) adds dummy variables for the dominant place of incorporation. Model (3) adds dummy variables for the dominant place of business, and model (4) adds dummy variables for the attorney locale. Model (5) adds dummy variables for second contracting party places of business and incorporation. The regression models confirm that, compared to the reference category of merger contracts, New York law is chosen significantly more often for all contract types other than employment, licensing, settlements, and trust contracts.
Incorporation in New York is significantly associated with New York as the choice of law compared to the reference category of Delaware incorporation. California or Nevada incorporations are significantly associated with not selecting New York law. California, Florida, and Texas as a place of business are negatively associated with New York as a choice of law compared to New York as a place of business, the reference category. The results for California and Texas are statistically significant. An Illinois attorney being associated with the contract is significantly associated with not choosing New York law, compared to New York attorneys, the reference category. 78 Results do not materially change in model (5), which includes variables for second contracting party places of business and incorporation.
78 Additional models could plausibly explore multiple choice of law outcomes using multinomial logistic regression. Because of New York's dominance, we limit our analysis to when New York law is designated and avoid the complexity of reporting and interpreting multinomial logic models.
IV. CHOICE OF FORUM RESULTS
We now report results for forum selection clauses. 79 As in the case of choice of law clauses, we first present the basic pattern and then provide more complex analyses. Because the dominant result with respect to choice of forum is that most contracts fail to designate a forum, we model the decision to specify a forum. When a forum is specified, it overwhelmingly corresponds with a contract's choice of law. We therefore model when a forum specification does not match a contract's choice of law.
A.
Basic Pattern LAWS § 80 (1989) ("The parties' agreement as to the place of the action will be given effect unless it is unfair or unreasonable."). But the enforceability of these clauses probably remains less certain than the enforceability of choice of law clauses. State courts sometimes refuse to respect contractual agreements to litigate disputes in another forum in contexts where the chosen forum has no reasonable relationship to the litigation. See, e.g., Nelson Energy Programs, Inc. v. Oil & Gas Tech. Fund, Inc., 143 P.3d 50, 56 (Kan. Ct. App. 2006 ) ("Nevada hardly bears a reasonable relationship to a transaction involving the solicitation of an investment by a Kansas investor in a Kansas development program in exchange for conveyance of Kansas property."). Conversely, a state court may employ a doctrine offorum non conveniens to refuse to accept its designation by the contracting parties as the forum for resolving a dispute, in contexts where the court concludes that the relevant contacts are much stronger with some other forum. See, e.g., Package Exp. Ctr., Inc. v. Snider Foods, Inc., 788 S.W.2d 561 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1989 ) (dismissing an action on forum non conveniens grounds despite a forum selection clause where chosen forum had minimal connections with the litigation and where non-chosen forum had significant connections-majority of witnesses resided there, the contract was to be performed there, and breach occurred there). Some states-New York being an example-provide assurances to parties in major commercial contracts that their courts will not turn away cases on forum non As in the case of choice of law clauses, a significant difference exists between the broader data base and the merger contracts studied in our previous work. 81 Our earlier study found that Delaware lead as a litigation forum choice for merger agreements, with New York being selected as a forum only about two-thirds as often and California being selected about half as often. No other state approached these three in frequency of forum selection. When the full data set of contracts is considered, a different pattern emerges. As shown in Table 6 , New York dominates, Delaware is selected at about one-quarter the New York rate, and California is specified at about one-sixth the New York rate.
The pattern of choice of forum is largely explained by choice of law. The forum selected is usually the same as the state whose law is specified to govern the dispute. The relationship between choice of law and forum selection clauses is shown in Table 12. Table 12 
B. The Decision to Designate a Forum
Since most contracts do not specify a forum, and since contracts overwhelmingly specify the place of choice of law as the choice of forum, the decision to specify a forum is central to assessing the observed choice of form pattern. For example, while New York 82 EDGAR, supra note 61 (sample limited to contracts that specify a choice of forum).
dominates as a choice of law and forum, it is not the leader in the rate at which contracts specify a forum. Table 13 shows the relation between choice of law and the rate of forum specification. The table shows that the range of forum specifications is fairly narrow, from 36 percent for contracts specifying New York law to 44 percent for contracts specifying California law. Surprisingly, New York, despite being the most specified choice of law and choice of forum, also has the lowest rate of forum specifications. We explore the source of the lower New York rate by breaking down the sample by contract type in Table 14. 83 EDGAR, supra note 61 (excludes contracts categorized as "Other"). Table 14 shows that bare reliance on Table 13 is misleading. For nine of twelve contract types, contracts designating New York law have the highest rate of forum specification. For credit commitments, New York barely trails California. Only for pooling service agreements and security agreements does New York noticeably trail in the rate of forum specification. New York's rank in Table 13 is a consequence of it being designated the choice of law in the vast majority of pooling service agreements (149 of 173 of those represented in Table 13 ), and pooling service agreements having a low rate of forum specification. Table 15 accounts for both choice of law and forum specification in logistic regression models. Model 1, analogous to Table 13 , shows the California, Delaware, and "Other" choice of law dummy variables to have positive coefficients. Since New York as the choice of law is the reference category, this suggests that contracts designating New York have a relatively low rate of forum specifications. Model 2, like Table 14 , accounts for both choice of law and contract type. New York as the choice of law is again the reference category. Now the California, Delaware, and "Other" choice of law dummy variables all have negative, statistically significant coefficients. Once one accounts for contract type, contracts designating New York law are significantly more likely to specify a forum. Table 12 shows that the specified forum is overwhelmingly New York. New York thus is overwhelmingly the choice of law; contracts specifying New York law tend to specify a forum; the forum specified is almost always New York. New York's decades-long campaign to attract legal business has been highly successful though usually 85 EDGAR, supra note 61 (excludes contracts categorized as "Other").
overshadowed by the focus on Delaware's success in attracting incorporations.
C. Exploring When Choice of Law and Choice of Forum Differ
Despite the overlap between forum selection and choice of law clauses, the parties are not required to link the two. Table 12 shows that they sometimes elect to specify the law of one state to govern the dispute and the forum of another state as the place to resolve it. This suggests investigating the circumstances under which a mismatch between choice of law and choice of forum occurs. Table 16 shows, for each contract type and selected choices of law, the proportion of contracts that specify a forum different from the choice of law specified in the contract. The table is based on a mismatch variable that equals one when the contract specifies a forum different from the choice of law and zero otherwise. We exclude from the analysis contracts that do not specify a forum. The table shows that New York has a mismatch less frequently than Delaware and California. The residual choice of law category "Other" has the lowest rate of mismatch but that is understandable because we count a match as occurring when both the choice of law and choice of forum are Other. We do not pick up as a mismatch in this analysis a choice of law that is "Other" but that differs from a choice of forum that is a different Other than the choice of law. Our primary interest is the comparison of the three specific states. Table 16 shows that New York has a consistently low rate of mismatches and that its lower overall rate is not a consequence of one or two contract categories. California only has a lower mismatch rate for credit commitments, a category in which California has only four 86 EDGAR, supra note 61 (sample limited to contracts that specify a choice of forum). contracts specifying a forum. Delaware only has a lower mismatch rate than New York for settlement agreements, in which neither Delaware nor New York has more than seven contracts specifying a forum. Contracts specifying New York law therefore more consistently specify New York as the litigation forum.
D. Federal and State Choice of Forum
We find little evidence that contracting parties strongly prefer state courts or federal courts to the exclusion of the other. The strongest evidence of this indifference is the 61 percent of contracts that do not specify a forum at all. Additional evidence is the 1,064 contracts for which we could determine whether a forum selection clause was exclusive. Of these, 617 specified an exclusive forum but the dominant exclusive factor was the state, not the federal or state court within the state. While 530 exclusive-forum contracts specified an exclusive state as litigation forum, the contracts rarely chose between state and federal courts within a state. Only 85 specified an exclusive federal or state court and these contracts were about evenly divided between state and federal courts. Forty contracts specified an exclusive federal forum and 45 contracts specified an exclusive state forum. If the contracting parties believed that federal or state courts were likely to provide more efficient or fairer adjudication, that belief is not manifested in the pattern of choice of forum clauses. CONCLUSION We find evidence that choice of law and choice of forum provisions are negotiated in the material contracts of public firms. No state's share of the market for these clauses exceeds 50 percent. Although no state has more than 50 percent of the designations, New York is clearly the dominant state with over 40 percent of the choices of law and, given a choice of forum, over 40 percent of the forum designations. New York's success appears to be combination of a decades-long effort to attract contracts together with possible lender insistence of New York law governing credit arrangements. Delaware suffers a net outflow of choices of law and forum relative to its connections to contracts through incorporation or other factors.
As might be expected, we find that a substantial degree of overlap exists between choice of law and choice of forum. If a particular state's law is chosen as applicable to the contract, that state's forum is also likely to be selected. However, the overlap was not complete: some contracts designated a forum to adjudicate disputes that was not located in the state whose law was selected to govern the substantive issues. Further, and quite interestingly, we find that while the contracting parties always opted to include choice of law provisions in their contracts, the same was not true for choice of forum provisions. Only 39 percent of the contracts contained litigation forum selection clauses. Holding type of contract constant, contracts designating New York as the choice of law tended to designate a choice of forum, also New York.
Given that the parties could easily select the forum as well as the applicable law-and given that the forum selected can sometimes be as important if not more important than the law chosen-the frequent failure of the parties to specify a forum for resolution of disputes presents a theoretical puzzle. Bargaining obstacles or agency problems are possibly fruitful areas for future research.
